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My-Bodyguard

Introduction:
My-Bodyguard is a personal alarm locator which uses Global Positioning and mobile
phone technology to track your position to within 5 metres and will send your position
to a monitoring centre/predetermined recipient’s phone at the touch of a button.
How does it Work?
My Bodyguard is activated at the press of a button on the My-Bodyguard unit. A
combination of global positioning (GPS) and cellular communications technology (GSM)
provide a discrete, easy to use, personal alarm that can calculate the user's location to
within just 5m. Highly detailed GPS mapping for tracking facilities is also provided to the
monitoring staff.
In life critical situations live sound is transmitted to allow the user to describe the threat
or assistance required. The recipient or monitoring staff simply listen-in to the situation
and respond accordingly to company procedure and protocol.
The unit is robust, light weight, water resistant and shock resistant. My-Bodyguard
comes with a rechargeable battery, charging cradle and as standard
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MY-BODYGUARD

Unique Features:
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Easy handling with only two buttons



Small format



Can stay on where mobile phones have to be switched off



Has emergency power supply and gets priority on all GSM networks



Can keep sending an SOS signal during 24 hours



In case of movement of more than 30 meters automatically reports a new
position



Accuracy of your position up to 5 metres



Shock- and water proof



100% privacy secured



Silent alarm function
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Tracking Software: Introduction
Proline Trackviewer and Webviewer monitoring and tracking software are provided by
Bell and can be applied in different situations according to the needs of the customer.
The Trackviewer software can be installed for monitoring and tracking of the units by a
monitoring centre.
Access to the Webviewer software is provided as part of the monthly tracking fee. It
provides tracking facilities hosted by directly by Bell G4S, which can be used by all users
to access location, and movement information on all/designated units via a user ID and
Password.

ProLine TrackViewer
The ProLine Trackviewer Software is a monitoring and tracking tool which creates the
platform to offer different position related services. It allows real-time monitoring and
tracking of the My-Bodyguard unit. . This system can be used by the monitoring centre
for a no. of situations, for example:

My Bodyguard:
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Can provide location and track employee/user.
Provides movement history reports.
Alarm functionality: - employees can raise an alarm by pressing the alarm button
on their unit. The monitoring centre can talk to the user/listen to activity.
Pan European location and tracking coverage.
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An example of the TrackViewer user interface:
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The red and green markers represent vehicle positions. The color indicates the
vehicles status.
The crosshair markers indicate the route that was followed by the red vehicle.
The left hand side and bottom of the screen is used to issue commands, to
display or enter vehicle data.
Map control is found in the lower left corner while logging is displayed in the
lower right.
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Webviewer
The WebViewer is a tracking management tool which offers Bell and their customers,
the possibility to view all positional and alarm data concerning their units. It can be
used by any given number of users from their own PCs. Access is provided via a user ID
and Password.

An example of the web interface:
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MyBodyguard - Quick Step User Guide


Red and Green button held down together for 3 seconds. When pressed, a call
will be sent to Bell Communications Control Room. The unit will vibrate three
times to signify an open voice channel. A report will be sent to Webviewer (Web
reporting) displaying location and alarm type.



The unit will also automatically send its position every 1 min.



In the event of the non-movement sensor activating (set for 5 mins) a call 0 will
be automatically made. Prior to this call the unit will beep and vibrate for 30
seconds to allow the user to cancel the call and reset the unit (by pressing any
button briefly) in the event of a false alarm. The non-movement sensor is off
when the unit is being charged.



The unit will vibrate every 5 mins when the battery is low



The phone number for Bell is 01-8058399. A password word should be quoted to
signify all is o.k. Similarly when testing the unit quote the password.

My-Bodyguard Non Movement Sensor: Further Information
There is a small ball inside a container within the My-Bodyguard unit. If the ball touches
the container a pulse is given to the processor inside the My-Bodyguard unit. This nonmovement sensor is very sensitive and by the smallest movement it gives contact.
If the My-Bodyguard device is not moved for a certain period (this can be configured)
the My-Bodyguard unit sounds a pre alarm for 30 seconds. You can easily deactivate the
non movement by simply pressing any of the two buttons within 30 seconds, thus
cancelling the alarm and resetting the man down function.
However, if the button is not pressed to cancel the non-movement alarm it will
automatically raise an alarm in the monitoring centre indicating that that the alarm is in
man down mode. The monitoring centre will then follow the appropriate protocol and
procedure to follow up the alarm.
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